A(cnA(dnA(2/n +Pn2/n-Jc))) + <}nf(y n -77i J = e" are obtained. Existence of nonoscillatory solution and its asymptotic behavior axe also discussed. Examples illustrating the results are inserted.
Introduction
Consider a third order neutral delay difference equation of the form (E) A(cnA(dnA(yn + PnVn-k))) + Qnf{y n-mj -c n where n 6 N(no) = {no, no + 1, no + 2, • • •} , no is a nonnegative integer, A is the forward difference operator defined by Ayn = yn+i -k and m are nonnegative integers such that k < m and the real sequences {cn} , {dn} , {pn}, {<7n}) {en} and the function / satisfy the following conditions: By a solution of equation (E) we mean a real sequence {yn} that is defined for n > no -m and satisfies equation (E) for all n 6 N(no). Clearly if yn -An for n = no -m, no -m + 1, • • •, no -1 are given then equation (E) has a unique solution satisfying the above initial conditions. A solution of (E) is said to be oscillatory if the terms yn of the sequence {yn} are neither eventually all positive nor eventually all negative and nonoscillatory otherwise. Most of the results established the equation (E) state that the solutions of equation (E) are either oscillatory or tends to zero monotonically as, n -> oo see for example [1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] , and the references cited therein. Motivated by this observation, in this paper we establish conditions under which all solutions of equation (E) are oscillatory. Existence of nonoscillatory solutions and its asymptotic behavior will also be discussed. Examples illustrating the results are included in the text of the paper.
Some preliminary lemmas
In this section we state and prove some lemmas, which are useful in establishing our main results. 
where zn = yn+ pnyn-kProof. Let {yn} be an eventually positive solution of equation (E). Then there exists a n\ 6 N(no) such that yn_fc > 0 and yn~m > 0 for n > n\. From the definition of zn and (H2), it is clear that zn > 0 for n > rt\ and from equation (E), A(cn)A(dnAzn)) < 0 for n > TOI. Thus {zn},{Azn} and {A(dnAzn} are monotone and eventually one signed. We claim that there is an 712 6 N(ni) such that for n > ri2, A(dnAzn) > 0. Suppose A(dnAzn) < 0. Since Cn > 0, it is clear that there is an integer 713 > ri2 such that cn3A(dn3AzJl3) < 0. Thus for n > ns, we have
Dividing (1) by cn and then summing from «3 to n -1, we obtain
Letting n -> 00 in (2) then dnAzn -> -00 by (Hi). Thus, there is an integer t&4 > 713 such that for n > «4, Dividing (3) by dn and then summing from 714 to n -1, we obtain
which implies z n -> -oo as n -> oo by (Hi), a contradiction. 
The proof is now complete. REMARK 2.1. Clearly, the inequalities parallel to those established in Lemmas 2.1-2.5 hold for an eventually negative solution of (E).
Oscillation results
In this section we establish conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of equation (E). We begin with the following theorem. Proof. Let {yn} be a nonoscillatory solution of equation (E). Without loss of generality we may assume that yn-m > 0 for n G N(iVo), where NQ is chosen so large that Lemmas 2.1 to 2.3 and Lemma 2.5 hold for n E N(NO). Case (I): From Lemma 2.2 and equation (E), we have
for n > Ni E N(iVo + m), then using Lemma 2.5, we have
Hence for all n > N € N(iVi), we have n-1 n-1 ( E n n,s*s < nn,NwN -E m+i + un, A final summation of the last inequality divided by dn from s to n gives which contradicts with (8) . This completes the proof of the theorem.
REMARK 3.1. Let pn = 0 in the equation (E), then Theorem 3.1 improves Theorem 1 of Graef and Thandapani [3] in the sense that we do not require that ACn > 0 for n € N(n0).
We have used a general class of double sequence {Hn,s} as the parameter sequence in Theorem 3.1. By choosing various specific double sequence {Wn,s} we can derive several oscillation criteria.
First, let us consider a double sequence {'Knj} defined by where A > 1 is a constant. Then Hn,n = 0 for n G N(no) , Wn>s > 0 for n > s € N(no) and A2Hn,s < 0 for n > s 6 N(no). Thus, we have the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3.2. In addition to the condition (8) assume that
In view of (5), the last inequality implies
Since {zn} is decreasing, we obtain {Hn,s} = (n -s)\ n>s€N(n0), = 00, for some X > 1. Then every solution of (E) is oscillatory. Next theorem deals with the oscillation of (E) when / satisfies the condition ( 
11) f(u) -f(v) = g(u, v)(u -v) for u ^ v and g(u, v) > ¡x,
for some fx > 0. 
Proof. Let {y n } be a nonoscillatory solution of the equation (E).
Without loss of generality we may assume that y n -m > 0 for n € N(iV),iV > no, where N is chosen so large that Lemmas 2.1 to 2.2 and Lemma 2.5 hold for n € N(N).
Case (I): From Lemma 2.2 and (11), the equation (E) implies that (14)
A(cnA{d n Az n ))
U>N. /((I -P)Zn-m)
Then W n is eventually positive and using (14) we have
where a = ^M^jv ) > q j s a cons tant. Summing the last inequality, Since {z n } is decreasing and / is nondecreasing, we have
Clearly {z n } approaches a finite nonnegative number as n -» oo. In view of the condition (13) and using (15) we obtain OO r t 1 / t
From (13) and (17) Hence every solution of the equation (E3) is either oscillatory or tends to zero monotonically as n -> 00.
Finally, we obtain a sufficient condition for the existence and asymptotic behavior of nonoscillatory solutions of (E). We do not require q n > 0 for n-i 1 n-1 1 n G N(no) here. Let An, B n and C n be defined by An = J2 -!C ~r using the continuity of / shows that lim ||(7V) n -(Ty) n \\ = 0. Hence T is i -»oo continuous.
Finally, in order to apply Schauder Fixed Point Theorem, we need to show that TS is relatively compact. In view of a result of Cheng and Patula [2] , it suffices to show that TS is uniformly Cauchy. To this end, let y = {y n } e S and observe that for any j > n> N, we have where 7 is the ratio of odd positive integers and m is a positive integer. All conditions of Corollary 3.7 are satisfied so the equation (E4) has a nonoscillatory solution that approaches a nonzero limit.
